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H enry gonzález served 37 years in the House, 
making him the longest-serving Hispanic 
member in Congress. A pioneering, populist 

figure in Texas state politics, he was revered by his 
hometown constituents, who knew him as “Henry B.” 
gonzález rejected radical reformers, pursuing a strategy of 
effecting change from within the system. His pugnacious 
style and undeterred commitment to causes and programs 
he held dear often left him marginalized by those in power 
at the national level. “given that the power to influence 
decisions that affect our lives is concentrated in the 
established systems of our government, I felt that I could 
contribute by participating in that process,” gonzález 
wrote. “There is a place for those who remain outside these 
processes, but I felt that I could contribute by influencing 
policy from the inside. Yet even on the inside I have largely 
remained an outsider because of my refusal to surrender 
my independence.”1

enrique (Henry) Barbosa gonzález was born on may 
3, 1916, in San Antonio, Texas, to Leonides gonzález 
Cigarroa and genevieve Barbosa Prince de gonzález. His 
father’s ancestors immigrated to mexico from the Basque 
region of Spain and settled in the state of Durango, in 
northern mexico, where many of them worked as silver 
miners; his mother was of mixed Scottish and Hispanic 
ancestry.2 In 1911 gonzaléz’s parents fled Durango during 
the mexican revolution, leaving behind their upper-
middle-class life in mapimi, where Leonides was mayor. 
establishing a secure economic footing in the United 
States was difficult for the gonzález family, which grew 
to include Henry and his five siblings. Leonides served 
as editor of San Antonio’s La prensa newspaper, and 
the family home became a salon for expatriate mexican 
intellectuals and politicians. encouraged by his parents, 
Henry immersed himself in literary classics and in key 

Western political tracts. Henry attended the local public 
schools, learning english and working part-time during 
elementary school to help support his family. He graduated 
from Jefferson High School in 1935 and attended San 
Antonio College, where he earned an associate’s degree in 
1937. For two years he attended the University of Texas 
in Austin, studying engineering and law, but he put his 
educational plans on hold during the great Depression 
because he could not find enough work to pay his tuition.3 
In 1943 gonzález graduated with a bachelor of laws degree 
(LL.B.) from the St. mary’s University School of Law in 
San Antonio, which granted him an honorary J.D. degree 
in 1965.4 During World War II, he served as a navy and 
an army intelligence censor for radio broadcasts and cable 
traffic. From 1943 to 1946, gonzález was assistant chief 
probation officer for Bexar County’s juvenile court. He 
resigned from his post as chief probation officer when a 
local judge forbade him to hire an African American for his 
staff. Later gonzaléz worked for the San Antonio Housing 
Authority, eventually managing a housing project on the 
western edge of the city.5 He married the former Bertha 
Cuellar in 1940 and they raised eight children: Henry B.,  
Jr.; rose mary; Charles; Bertha; Stephen; genevieve; 
Francis; and Anna marie.

gonzález’s work in probation and public housing 
gave him entrée to thousands of homes in the city and 
hence wide name recognition, which helped him to 
found the Pan American Progressive Association (PAPA) 
in 1947. organizing businessmen to contribute to the 
larger community “responded to my belief that we in the 
Hispanic community needed to quit complaining about 
how bad things were and instead do something to help 
ourselves,” he recalled years later.6 

gonzález later resigned from PAPA, but fighting 
segregation remained a major component of his early 
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activism in local and state politics. running on a platform 
to better serve the “neglected people” around San Antonio, 
gonzález lost election to the Texas state house in 1950,  
but gained a reputation as a grass-roots organizer and  
a solid populist whose platform emphasized “manpower 
versus money power.”7 Three years later he secured a seat 
on the San Antonio city council as a member of an anti-
administration group dubbed the San Antonians that 
swept to victory largely because of gonzález’s campaigning; 
one newspaper described gonzález as “a young man with 
a razor-sharp wit and a wide smile.” He was a driving force 
steering legislation that ended segregation in the city’s parks 
and recreation facilities, a victory he called “particularly 
sweet” since, as a child, he was once forced to leave a city 
swimming pool because he was Hispanic.8 

In 1956 gonzález shocked the Lone Star State by 
winning election to the Texas senate. The San Antonio 
News called gonzález’s win a “staggering upset against 
long odds” considering President Dwight eisenhower’s 
comfortable victory in gonzález’s district. gonzález ran an 
energetic campaign as “a man—not a name” and avoided 
ethnic appeals, helping him to win the confidence of his 
overwhelmingly Anglo constituency. gonzález became the 
first mexican American elected to the Texas senate and the 
first mexican-American senator in more than a century.9 
His victory was a potent symbol of the opportunities in 
state and national politics that would become available to 
Hispanic Americans over the next decade.

Nevertheless, gonzález’s time in Austin was often 
combative and frustratingly hostile. Colleagues referred 
to him as “that mexican,” and he found himself fighting 
regular attempts by the legislature to circumvent national 
civil rights legislation. Twice gonzález filibustered measures 
that would have resegregated Texas’ public schools. He 
spoke roughly 40 hours in all against bills he called hateful, 
intending, he said, “to fight every one of them to the last 
ditch.”10 “It may be some can chloroform their conscience,” 
gonzález said. “But if we fear long enough, we hate, and  
if we hate long enough, we fight.”11

Seeking to effect lasting change, gonzález set his sights 
on higher office. He waged an unsuccessful gubernatorial 

campaign in 1958, driving across the state in the family 
station wagon before being outspent five to one by the 
incumbent. Three years later, he lost the special election for 
the U.S. Senate seat vacated by Lyndon B. Johnson when 
he became Vice President.12

gonzález polled well in urban areas and across South 
Texas in both his losses, and when Paul Kilday, a 12-term 
Democratic incumbent who represented the greater San 
Antonio area, resigned to accept a nomination to the 
Court of military Appeals, gonzález entered the special 
election primed to fill the vacancy. “Barefooted. I ran what 
I call ‘barefooted,’” he said years later. “I didn’t have any 
financial backing. I even had to borrow the money to pay 
the filing fee in my first race.”13 His principal opponent 
was John goode, Jr., a former goP chairman for Bexar 
County and a self-described “militant conservative” 
who frequently railed against the John F. Kennedy 
administration’s New Frontier programs. gonzález, who 
had taken to calling himself a “consiberal” (liberal on 
human rights, conservative on property rights and taxes), 
attacked goode as an isolationist who “exudes the attitude 
of defeatism and cynicism.”14 Former President Dwight 
D. eisenhower campaigned on goode’s behalf. Kennedy 
endorsed gonzález, and Vice President Johnson, along 
with mexican film star and comedian Cantinflas, came to 
San Antonio to stump on gonzález’s behalf in a campaign 
that became a referendum on Kennedy’s first year in office 
and a goP attempt to crack Texas’ solidly Democratic 
House delegation. Days before the election, Johnson said 
to a crowd, “The eyes of the whole world are on us. They 
want to see whether we’re bigots, whether we’re going to 
be prejudiced or whether we’ll all go out and vote for a 
good American.”15 In an extremely heavy special election 
turnout, gonzález defeated goode by a 55 to 44 percent 
margin on November 4, 1961, becoming the first Hispanic 
American to represent Texas in the U.S. Congress.16 In a 
state where segregation laws undermined the voting rights 
of thousands of black, Hispanic, and poor voters, this was a 
remarkable feat. gonzález called the results “a reaffirmation 
of faith in the Democratic leadership of President Kennedy 
and Vice President Johnson.”17
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When gonzález entered the House in 1961, his district, 
the Texas 20th, encompassed Bexar County and the city of 
San Antonio. over time, redistricting transferred portions 
of the county to adjacent districts including the majority-
Anglo residential neighborhoods to the north and the poor 
mexican-American communities to the south, but the 20th 
District retained its San Antonio core over the decades. 
In the 1960s Hispanic Americans constituted a narrow 
majority of the district, but by the 1990s they made up 
nearly 70 percent of its population.18 In his 18 re-election 
efforts, gonzález often ran unopposed in the primary and 
was never seriously challenged in the general election.19 

When he arrived in the House, gonzález sought 
his predecessor’s seat on the influential Armed Services 
Committee to allow him to meet the needs of the numerous 
military installations and military personnel in his district. 
gonzález asked Vice President Johnson to help him attain 
the seat on Armed Services, but Speaker John mcCormack 
of massachusetts withheld it to avoid provoking more-senior 
members seeking the assignment. gonzález was appointed 
to the Committee on Banking and Currency, which 
remained his principal committee assignment although its 
name changed several times during his long career. 

Longtime Banking Committee Chairman Wright 
Patman of Texas took gonzález under his wing and 
mentored him. gonzález benefited from the connection 
to the state delegation since Texans controlled key 
leadership and committee posts at the time, and Patman 
was someone gonzález could identify with; he was 
“commonly labeled a populist, and he was very much 
a representative of the people,” gonzález recalled.20 
Patman counseled gonzález: “Henry, you just stay on this 
committee and quit making a wave about Armed Services, 
and you’ll end up as chairman.”21 As a junior member, 
gonzález actively supported key New Frontier and great 
Society legislation including the Housing Act of 1964, the 
equal opportunities Act of 1964, the Civil rights Act 
of 1964, and the Library Service Act of 1964. Chairman 
Patman appointed gonzález to be a special liaison for Latin 
American affairs, and gonzález waged a public campaign 
against the Bracero Program. Instituted during the Second 

World War to offset workers lost to military duty, the 
program permitted U.S. farmers and agricultural businesses 
to use mexican laborers to harvest crops, but gonzález 
denounced its employers because the braceros received low 
wages, poor health care benefits, and substandard housing.22 

Like many of his generation who fought against 
segregation, gonzález believed the best way to effect change  
was to work within the system: to achieve positions of 
power so that he could advance the civil liberties of all 
his constituents. “I have never palmed myself off as some 
sort of ethnic leader,” he said, and while other Hispanic 
members of Congress supported efforts to organize 
“Brown Power” movements and believed they spoke on 
behalf of Hispanics nationwide, gonzález did not.23 “What 
I fear is creation of an isolated position, for a minority must 
develop a means to enlist majority support,” he said at the 
height of the Chicano movement. “our task is to overcome 
political isolation, and it is a delicate path that makes the 
difference between attracting a friend and becoming isolated 
and alone. If we cry in an empty room, we may expect to 
hear only our own echoes.”24 gonzález’s approach informed 
his position on representation in the House. He helped 
found the Congressional Hispanic Caucus in 1976 but 
eventually became disenchanted with it, ostensibly because 
he disapproved of its fundraising with lobbyists and its dues 
structure, though he also believed the group’s focus had 
become too narrow. “Isolating oneself in the tribe means 
strangulation,” he told a reporter.25 gonzález never served as 
the group’s chairman, and eventually he quit the caucus.26

gonzález left his legislative mark as a member of the 
Banking and Currency Committee, where he rose steadily 
through the ranks. During the 92nd Congress (1971–1973) 
he was elevated to the chairmanship of the Subcommittee 
on International Finance (later the Subcommittee on 
International Development, Institutions, and Finance), 
where he remained through the 96th Congress (1979–
1981).27 In the 97th Congress (1981–1983), gonzález 
took over the gavel of the Subcommittee on Housing and 
Community Development; he relinquished that post when 
the republicans took control of the House after the 1994 
elections. During his tenure as chairman of the International 
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Finance panel, gonzález routinely attached a rider known 
as the “gonzález Amendment” to international banking 
bills. The purpose of the amendment was to protect U.S. 
citizens from expropriation by countries that received loans 
from international development institutions to which 
the United States contributed. gonzález’s successful 
amendment to a foreign aid bill in 1972 required U.S. 
representatives to international financial institutions, such 
as the World Bank, to vote against loans for countries that 
seized property without compensating the U.S. citizens and 
businesses that were affected.28

gonzález became chairman of the Banking and 
Currency Committee in 1989 at the start of the 101st 
Congress. His gruff style sometimes rankled Democrats as 
well as republicans.29 However, as one political almanac 
wrote, the “open and gentlemanly way” gonzález led the 
panel contrasted with the turbulent tenure of the previous 
chairman, Fernand J. St. germain, endearing the Texas 
representative to many committee members.30 Under 
gonzález’s leadership, the Banking Committee handled 
a raft of legislative initiatives, including flood insurance 
reform, affordable-housing initiatives, credit for small 
businesses, and stronger laws to prevent financial crimes 
like money laundering and bank fraud. 

The largest issue to come before the panel was the 
Savings and Loan Crisis of the late 1980s—the United 
States’ most grievous economic crisis since the great 
Depression and its costliest financial scandal to that point 
in U.S. history. Intended to promote homeownership after 
World War II, years of deregulation had left the savings 
and loan industry with little oversight. Banks invested 
in junk bonds and took risks in the real estate market, 
plunging many financial institutions and their depositors 
into insolvency. gonzález had warned about the collapse of 
the banking industry since the early 1980s, and he faulted 
Congress for having “all but completely abdicated” its 
responsibility to oversee domestic and foreign investments.31 
After the crash, gonzález helped direct the massive savings 
and loan bailout in the spring of 1989, keeping committee 
hearings open to the public for nearly two years. The 
Almanac of American Politics called gonzález’s work on 

the bill a “first-class job,” in no small part because gonzález 
was “utterly independent” of banking lobbyists.32 

Sponsored by gonzález, the Financial Institutions 
reform, recovery, and enforcement Act (H.r. 1278, P.L. 
101-73) provided a $50 billion federal outlay to close or 
sell off hundreds of the failed savings and loan associations. 
It also created the resolution Trust Corporation (rTC)— 
a budgetary agency with a five-year lifespan—to replace 
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and 
hiked thrifts’ capital requirements, forcing investors to 
contribute more of their own money and discouraging 
the risky speculation that caused the crisis. In addition 
to his general leadership on the bill, gonzález authored 
two amendments; the first gave state and local public 
housing agencies a three-month right of first refusal to 
acquire residences being held by the resolution Funding 
Corporation (rFC), and the second expanded the rTC’s 
oversight to include public officials and private real estate 
brokers. The full House Banking and Currency Committee 
approved the amended bill by a vote of 49 to 2 on may 
2. The bill then passed the House 320 to 97 on June 15. 
gonzález assigned all 51 members of his committee to 
conference with the Senate to negotiate a final version of 
the legislation. While many House Democrats found the 
solution to fund the bailout unpalatable, the conference 
report passed the House on August 5 by a vote of 201 to 
175 and was signed by President george H. W. Bush.33

Another centerpiece of gonzález’s tenure as chairman 
was the push to overhaul the public housing system for the 
first time since the mid-1970s. The Cranston–gonzález 
National Affordable Housing Act of 1990 (S. 566, P.L. 
101-625) started as a gonzález-sponsored measure 
in the House (H.r. 1180) after the ronald reagan 
administration cut funding to popular housing programs, 
but was modified substantially as the House and Senate 
reconciled their differences. Chaired by gonzález, the 
Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development 
considered 147 amendments during the markup, eventually 
approving the bill by voice vote before sending it to the full 
committee and then to the House Floor. The full House 
approved the bill in a 378 to 43 vote on August 1, 1991.34
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Later that fall, Chairman gonzález successfully 
shepherded through Congress a provision that created 
the National Housing Trust, lowering mortgage rates for 
first-time homebuyers and providing funding for down 
payments. As signed into law, the measure authorized 
nearly $57 billion in federal spending for a variety of 
programs, including rent subsidies, public housing, and 
financial aid for the elderly and disabled, with the aim 
of increasing the housing stock by more than 350,000 
units. For the first time, the federal government issued 
block grants to meet the housing needs of state and local 
agencies; this provision was backed by republicans who 
were hoping to limit direct spending on housing projects. 
Again, the committee consideration process was open 
and often chaotic, and when House and Senate conferees 
met to reconcile their versions of the measures, gonzález 
resisted efforts to end public housing construction, 
eventually getting Home ownership made easy (Home) 
grants, portions of which had to be spent directly on the 
construction of affordable housing. “I have seen what 
public housing can do,” gonzález said, recalling his years 
in San Antonio. “I would hope we’d not [kill] this—not 
just out of respect for me—but out of responsiveness to 
the poor.”35 The conference report passed the House on 
october 25 by voice vote, and the measure was signed into 
law by President Bush on November 28, 1991.

gonzález capped off the hectic 1991 session by 
fighting the Bush administration and most of the House 
Banking Committee over the best way to overhaul the 
federal deposit insurance system. The general fund that 
underwrote the investments of millions of Americans in 
member banks was “broke,” gonzález pointed out, and 
needed to be replenished if the New Deal era system was 
to survive. While others advocated a takeover by private 
industry, gonzález called on Congress to front the capital 
required by the general fund. on November 21 the House 
passed an omnibus bill that ultimately cleared the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), which governs 
America’s banking industry, with a $30 billion line of credit 
at the U.S. Treasury. The bill also strengthened regulations 
controlling the nation’s insurance system and gave federal 

regulators more tools. Finally, the bill contained a provision 
backed by gonzález that created an FDIC program giving 
low-income persons and state and local agencies the ability 
to acquire single- and multifamily housing units being 
disposed of by banks.36

gonzález also used his chairmanship to make the 
Federal reserve System (the Fed) more accountable. Time 
and again, gonzález reminded his colleagues that the Fed 
“was not struck from the brow of Jove, the greek god.  
It is an institution that is the creature of Congress.”37  
As such, gonzález argued, the Fed could and should 
be called to account by Congress, though historically 
Congress had been reluctant to do so. The Fed constituted 
the primary “example of the abuse of openness in the 
federal government,” gonzález once wrote.38 Largely 
through dint of congressional hearings, gonzález revealed 
that the Fed had kept minutes of its meetings for years 
while denying the existence of official transcripts,  
destroyed many of its unedited meeting records, falsified 
records regarding a fleet of more than 50 expensive 
airplanes it maintained, and authorized billions of  
dollars in loans to foreign countries without congressional 
approval. gonzález also condemned the system as elitist 
because its senior staff included few minorities. In the 
early 1980s, gonzález tried without success to initiate 
impeachment proceedings against Fed chairman Paul 
Volcker. gonzález’s accomplishments included the 
requirement that the Federal open market Committee 
(FomC) make the minutes of its meetings public in a 
timely fashion.39

gonzález’s insistence on greater transparency in 
executive branch agencies was rooted in his belief that by 
gradually relinquishing its coequal constitutional powers 
over fundamental issues like war powers and the budget, 
Congress had created a permissive environment in which 
a long line of Presidents had chosen “to usurp leadership, 
authority, and power.” In 1992, gonzález wrote of a 
“tremendous disequilibrium” between the executive and 
legislative branches of government. “Congress today has 
been relegated to a position of nay-saying, that is, of trying 
to restrict an agenda set by the President, rather than to 
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set an agenda of its own,” he wrote. “This role of objector 
rather than initiator is a weak one.”40 

gonzález’s efforts to demystify the Federal reserve 
System followed a pattern of legislative initiatives on which 
his position isolated him from most of his colleagues. 
The creation of a special committee to investigate the 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy in Dallas in 
1963 highlighted gonzález’s tenacity on a controversial 
issue. gonzález had been seated in the fifth car in Kennedy’s 
motorcade.41 Like many Americans, he came to doubt 
the conclusions of the Warren Commission, created to 
investigate the circumstances around Kennedy’s death. 
“I suppose I really had questions from the start as to why 
he died, who killed him, and what direction had the bullets 
come from,” gonzález wrote years later in a book that 
alleged the assassination was a conspiracy to overthrow the 
U.S government. After testimony at the Watergate hearings 
indicating that Kennedy may have been killed in retaliation 
for the botched Bay of Pigs incident early in his presidency, 
gonzález introduced a resolution to create a special House 
committee to investigate Kennedy’s assassination and the 
1968 assassination of civil rights leader reverend martin 
Luther King, Jr. “We need to know why [the assassinations] 
happened, what the net effect of these events have had on 
us, and how to prevent their happening again,” he noted.42 

gonzález became chairman of the House Select 
Assassinations Committee on February 2, 1977, but while 
the committee was still organizing, he ran into perhaps the 
most damaging experience of his House career. gonzález 
became involved in an acrimonious public dispute with the 
committee’s chief counsel, richard A. Sprague, and after 
his efforts to remove Sprague from the committee met with 
tepid backing from House leadership and the unanimous 
disapproval of his fellow committee members, gonzález 
resigned less than a month after becoming chairman, on 
march 2, 1977.43

In the decades that followed, gonzález was often the 
lone voice for a long list of causes. He repeatedly urged 
a full investigation into the murder of Judge John W. 
Wood in San Antonio, arguing that the killing had been a 
conspiracy by organized crime. In 1982 when indictments 

were handed down against five individuals, FBI director 
William Webster thanked gonzález for providing 
the impetus for the investigation.44 Twice gonzález 
recommended the impeachment of President ronald 
reagan: for his initiation of the U.S. invasion of grenada 
in 1983 and for his alleged role in the Iran-Contra affair. 
gonzález’s committee also uncovered $3 billion in U.S. 
loans that were made to Iraq through an Italian bank based 
in Atlanta, georgia. The loans were ostensibly intended 
as agricultural credits, but it was later revealed that they 
were converted for Saddam Hussein’s military purposes. 
This episode and President george H. W. Bush’s failure to 
obtain a formal declaration of war from Congress before 
the first gulf War early in 1991 prompted a later effort by 
gonzález to impeach President Bush.45 

“It was fitting that gonzález represented the area of arid 
Texas scrubland where the legendary Alamo stands,” writes 
robert Cwiklik, who authored a book about the powerful 
bank lobby in Congress. “over the years, he’d often been 
the last man at the fort, fighting the hopeless battles.… But 
populists like gonzález didn’t find Washington, land of the 
done deal, a very welcoming place. He’d long been dismissed 
by insiders, who no more liked his polyester suits of yellow 
and green than his principled, sourly uncompromising 
stands.”46 gonzález cared little what people said about him, 
and he relished his reputation as “the Don Quixote of the 
House,” once proudly telling a reporter about his “great big 
satchel at home just crammed full of lost causes.”47 At the 
conclusion of legislative business on many days, gonzález 
frequently delivered lengthy special orders speeches which 
he titled, “my advice to the privileged orders.” Shunning 
D.C. society, gonzález rented a small apartment and refused 
to move his family to the capital; thus, most weekends he 
returned to San Antonio. gonzález’s lifestyle was largely due 
to his intent to remain independent from special-interest 
groups and others seeking to curry his favor. “I still haven’t 
gotten the tips of my shoes dirty,” gonzález noted, long after 
he became a force in the House.48 “The people elected me 
with no conditions attached,” he remarked late in his career. 
“No debt to pay to anybody. Not beholden to a particular 
group. I was free to be guided by my own conscience.”49
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In September 1997 representative gonzález, who was 
81 and in failing health, announced his retirement from 
the House. “I am proud of a long list of achievements 
and hard-won battles for a better community and a better 
country,” he said. “Now, with a full and grateful heart, I 
must declare that it is time for me to come home.”50 At 
the start of the 106th Congress (1999–2001), gonzález’s 
son Charles succeeded him; they were the first Hispanic 
father-son pair of representatives.51 Jim Leach of Iowa, 
who succeeded gonzález as chairman of the Banking and 
Currency Committee when the republicans gained control 
of the chamber in 1995, memorialized gonzález’s service 
in a tribute on the House Floor: “An old-fashioned liberal, 
Henry never had a conflict of interest. He did not simply 
advocate, he lived campaign reform. His only special 
interest was his constituents. He never let them down, nor 
did they ever countenance an alternative.”52 gonzález died 
in San Antonio on November 28, 2000, and was interred 
there at San Fernando Cemetery II.53
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